Abstract: Method of Moment is used to calculate vertical tail's radar cross section(RCS). The impact of leading-edge sweep angle, span and inclination on vertical tail's RCS is analyzed and then vertical tail's RCS curves and function expressions with leading-edge sweep angle,span and inclination are fitted by the calculation results.The results show that by optimizing the vertical tail leading-edge sweep angle, span, inclination and other geometrical parameters, can improve the stealth performance of the vertical tail. To optimize the design of the vertical tail of the stealth provide the technical foundation.
Introduction
According to aircraft radar cross source analysis, the aircraft is a very complex targets by multiple components. Under the radar illumination, each component will produce scattered waves, some parts may also produce different scattering mechanisms scattering sources, the formation of multiple scattering sources. As the aircraft RCS is a comprehensive source of each scattering results, it is easy to understand and reduce the RCS values for each scattering source is likely to make the RCS reduction in the value of the whole. For this reason, the design of the aircraft, should try to reduce the value of the relevant parts of the RCS. The aircraft's tail as an important radar cross source of aircraft, reducing its RCS to improve the stealth aircraft plays an important role. Therefore, it is necessary to study the characteristics of the radar cross of the tail and look for ways to reduce its RCS.
Firstly, the establishment of the tail of the three-dimensional model, model RCS calculated using the method of moments, focuses on studying the impact of leading-edge sweep angle, span and inclination on vertical tail's RCS and then vertical tail's RCS curves and function expressions with leading-edge sweep angle,span and inclination are fitted by the calculation results.
MoM principle of the method
Integral equation commonly used method of moments (method of moment, MoM) to solve. The mathematical nature is a method for solving linear equations.
International Conference on Manufacturing Science and Engineering (ICMSE 2015) The basic principle of the method of moments is to use a number of discrete sub-domains to represent the entire contiguous area. In each sub-domain,unknown function with a base function with unknown coefficients to represent, and therefore issue an unlimited number of degrees of freedom was transformed into a finite number of degrees of freedom of the problem, then use the point matching, line matching method, Galerkin gold method or other methods for inspection, get a set of algebraic equations, and finally obtain the numerical solution by solving the matrix equation.
Moment method for solving integral equations include the following steps: divide into discrete regions or target; select the appropriate basis functions and test functions; fill the impedance matrix; solve the matrix equation.
For example, the operator equation:
-the unknown of unknown function, ( ) Figure1 RCS curve with the leading-edge
Figure2 The impact of leading-edge sweep angle changes sweep angle on RCS By Equation (3) shows that, with the leading edge sweep angle increases, the average value of RCS is reduced to speed up. This suggests that further increases when the leading edge sweep angle, RCS reduction benefits will be even greater.But we must point out that this would have paid greater aerodynamic performance cost.
Keep the vertical tail model airfoil and root chord invariant, leading-edge and trailing-edge sweep sweep and were fixed at 40°and 20°. Span increases from 3.4m to 4.1m,calculate RCS value curve of vertical tail model, as shown in Figure3. And vertical tail model fitting curves is plotted in Figure 4 in the pitch angle range of RCS averages 20 −°～ 20°within. 
By equation (7) shows that, for this airfoil when span of less than 3.7m, the average value of RCS decreases approximately linearly with the span; when more than 3.7m, showed a non-linear relationship between the two, RCS decreases slower. This suggests that, when the span is greater than a value, further increasing the span, RCS reduction effect is reduced. then the value for span, should weigh the other requirements of pneumatic and strength.
summary
In this paper, using the moment method to calculate the tail of RCS, draw the relationgship between the tail RCS and the leading-edge sweep angle, the span,the inclination: increase the value of χ , RCS decreases; c b increases, RCS increases ; θ increases, RCS decreases. Thus obtained in the case of the tail meets the aerodynamic characteristics, strength requirements and other conditions, by appropriate increase, decrease, increase to optimize the fin geometry parameters to achieve it RCS minimum. In addition, the tail can be reduced through the use of RCS absorbing materials.
